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Forward Looking Statements

This presentation contains forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact contained in this presentation, including statements regarding macroeconomic trends that we expect to influence our industry, plans for capital expenditures, expectations regarding the introduction of new products, changes to the competitive marketing or regulatory landscape affecting our industry, and plans for growth or future operations are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are only predictions and are subject to a number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions. It is not possible for the company to predict all risks, nor can it assess the impact of all factors on its business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. Accordingly, you should not rely upon forward-looking statements as predictions of future events.
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POLL: How do you manage your room blocks?

1) Cvent Hotel Request Form
2) Cvent Passkey Integration with registration site
3) Our own Cvent Passkey account
4) Housing links created by the hotel
5) Another Room Block Tool
6) Manually with Spreadsheets
7) Other
Insert Web Page

This app allows you to insert secure web pages starting with https:// into the slide deck. Non-secure web pages are not supported for security reasons.

Please enter the URL below.

https:// api.cvent.com/polling/v1/api/polls/spyygl

Note: Many popular websites allow secure access. Please click on the preview button to ensure the web page is accessible.
Group Booking Challenges

- Request/reservation inaccuracies due to re-keying errors
- Attrition and attendees booking outside the block
- Inefficient & not secure processes
- Back and forth communication between planner and hotel
- Difficult/manual reporting processes
Shoulder Dates

Generate 5-10% more revenue from your groups
Event Connector (RegLink)

- Register for event
- Reserve Hotel room
- Notify Non-booked
- Booked
- Registered
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Don’t forget to take the session survey!